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Jesus’ Friend, Jesus as Friend:  

: An Asian America Reading of John 15:12-17 
 

It is a common hermeneutical mistake to picture Jesus in our own molds.  Ever since the 

emergence of the so-called the Quest for the Historical Jesus movement in the mid-18th century, 

avoiding such a mistake has been one of the most exciting insights into the scholarly efforts of 

depicting who Jesus was and is.1  Of all the imageries and symbols referring to and being 

referred by Jesus, Jesus’ referring of the term ‘friend’ in chapter 15 of the Gospel of John to his 

disciples is perhaps one of the least respected and frequented, historically speaking.  This paper 

examines Jesus’ employment of “friend” in John 15:12-17 against the Greco-Roman 

backgrounds of its original setting, and then draw on the work of Asian American scholar 

Fumitaka Matsuoka in order to find out how the 21st century Asian-American experiences might 

contribute to retrieve the Johannine community’s experiences of Jesus as their friend.  In this 

regard, this paper is an attempt at reading John 15:12-17 from the experiences of Asian-

Americans.  Of special emphasis in my ‘Asian-American’ reading will be not on providing 

normative resources for interpreting the passage, but on establishing resonance between the 

experiences of the Johannine community as they understand their friendship with Jesus and those 

of Asian-Americans, including Asian-American Christians.  In the same vein, I write this essay 

in order to encourage my fellow Asian-American Christians to look into their own socio-political 

locations as well as their cultural heritage, so that they will learn to embrace Jesus’ friendship 

with them, so that they will become friends to sinners, just as Jesus was one to them.  Eventually, 

in light of all the foregoing, I recommend the German philosopher Hans-Georg Gadamer as a 

hermeneutical guide for Asian-Americans to re-read Jesus’ friendship with and for them in John 

15.  I argue that Gadamer’s appropriation of the Aristotelian notion of friendship, in connection 

with solidarity, will shed an important light upon Asian-American Christians’ reading of ‘friend’ 

in John 15:12-17 in light of Matsuoka’s Asian American epistemology, ending with suggestions 

for a daring question of the political significance of Jesus’ friend vis-à-vis of Gadamer’s 

friendship.          

 

First Movement: Reading Jesus’ ‘Friend’ Against the Greco-Roman Backgrounds 

Friend in the Johannine Community 

  

  

 

  

                                                                 
1 Ben Witherington III, The Jesus Quest: The Third Search for the Jew of Nazareth. (Downers Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity 

Press, 1995): 9-11.  
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Second Movement: Reading Jesus’ ‘Friend’ in Contemporary Asian-American Life  

 

 

 

 

Third Movement: Reading Jesus’ ‘Friend’ with Hans-Georg Gadamer as a Hermeneutical 

Guide 

Friendship: Definition and Basic Marks 

 

 In this section, I have to say upfront that my aim is not to be exhaustive, but selective in 

presenting Gadamer’s notion of friendship as it pertains to an Asian-American reading of John 

15:12-17.  In particular, by highlighting Gadamer’s juxtaposing friendship with solidarity, I 

contend that an Asian-American reading of Jesus’ friend 

 Before giving an account of the Gadamerian friendship, I have to explicate what 

friendship is not for Gadamer.  Gadamer's attempt is not just to revive and but also to re-

appropriate and re-interpret the ancient Greek concept of friendship because he believes that 

friendship could shed light on many obscured aspects in modern life, largely premised upon the 

self-conscious subject.  Therefore, Gadamer rejects any attempt to understand friendship in terms 

of the self-conscious, subjectivistic modernism.  In this regard, friendship can be neither some 

belief nor value under the subject's conscious control.  In the same vein, it does not belong to the 

category of personal quality or virtue either.  In other words, the self-conscious subject has little 

authority to possess friendship here.  Rather, friendship for Gadamer happens apart from our 

will, as with many of the typical Gadamerian encounters, such as dialogues, encounter with 

artwork, and etc. 

 What is friendship, then, according to Gadamer?  Above all, it is a good that is shared 

among friends, "bestowed on us."2  Gadamer's fuller definition as to what constitutes friendship 

would be worthwhile quoting here.  

  

Friendship reaches far beyond the pleasure experienced when an individual who gives 

himself to the other in eros and philia rises above the narrow sphere of self-concern; it 

points to that ultimate dimension of things that we share, on which social  life as a whole 

depends and without which no institutional system of communal life-whether 

constitution, legal system, or bureaucracy-is able to fulfill its function.  An old maxim of 

the Greek ethics of friendship says it all: "among friends everything is common (italics 

mine)."3 

                                                                 
2. Hans-Georg Gadamer, "The Ethics of Value and Practical Philosophy," Hermeneutics, Ethics, and Religion.  (New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1999), 117.   
3. Ibid., 118.  
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 In other words, never is friendship confined to mere self-concern, nor it is any act or 

gesture of even friendliness coming out of such self-concern, but it always points to the ultimate 

dimension of things that we share together, and it is precisely in this sense that it is a good shared 

among friends.  Having said this, what are the marks of friendship?  Gadamer says that 

friendship is characterized as reciprocal, life-togetherness.  First, what would Gadamer mean by 

being reciprocal?  Apparently, being reciprocal goes beyond exchanging kindness or friend liness 

to one another, for total strangers or mere business partners could be friendly to one another.  

Gadamer explains his understanding of being reciprocal as follows: "namely, that in their being 

good to one another the partners cannot remain concealed from each other."4  In other words, in 

being reciprocal is involved the event of truth-revealing, as with other Gadamerian encounters 

mentioned above.  According to Walhof, friends are friends indeed only when "the bond of 

friendship exposes the friends to each other, in part, through a deepening mutual knowledge 

beyond the kinds of evident similarities and differences."5      

 When friends are being reciprocal in the sense just discussed above, such relationship 

will necessarily be "openly bound to each other,"6 which is Gadamer's understanding of life-

togetherness.  This life-togetherness in friendship necessarily involves being together-with for a 

substantial amount of time.  At times, such life-togetherness might mean literally living together 

with one's friend, and other times it might manifest itself in different forms, yet no matter what 

the circumstances, friendship should involve a significant part of sharing of oneself with the 

other.  It is precisely through this process of life-togetherness that friends reveal themselves to 

one another reciprocally, and those are the marks of friendship for Gadamer. 

 

 

Gadamer’s Friend as a Hermeneutical Guide for an Asian-American Reading of Friend in John 

15 

        

 However, defining the good of friendship and characterizing what constitutes friendship 

thus far to be reciprocal, life-togetherness might leave the reader with the unanswered question 

of this essay, namely, reading Jesus’ friend in John 15 in the light of the Asian-American 

context.  I focus on expounding Gadamer’s understanding of a deep connection between 

friendship and solidarity, turning out to be a helpful guide for our reading of ‘friend’ in John 15 .  

I will carry out this task by responding to some of the charges thrown at Gadamer’s friendship.  

First, some postcolonial philosophers have accused Gadamer’s friend of reducing the other to the 

molds of the self, refashioning the other into the selfsameness.7  However, I would argue that this 

charge might be mistaken for the notion of solidarity, roughly an idea of common bond between 

                                                                 
4. Hans-Georg Gadamer, "Friendship and Self-Knowledge: Reflections on the Role of Friendship in Greek Ethics," 

Hermeneutics, Ethics, and Religion. (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1999), 134.   
5. Darren R. Walhof, "Friendship, Otherness, and Gadamer's Politics of Solidarity," Political Theory, vol. 34.5 
(October 2006): 569-593.  
6. Gadamer, "Friendship and Self-Knowledge," 134.  
7 Thomas Ell is, 
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members of humanity.  For Gadamer, "friendship is based on a sense of solidarity."8  What is 

solidarity in relation to friendship then?  Gadamer's description of solidarity's relation to 

friendship remains a bit ambiguous, for at one time solidarity is the basis of friendship, yet at 

other times Gadamer explicitly states that there is "a tension between the concepts of friendship 

and solidarity."9  Besides, nowhere in his writings Gadamer gives a full account of the relation 

between solidarity and friendship.  Equivocal as Gadamer sometimes might sound, two things 

are certain.  First, for Gadamer, solidarity is not something for us to achieve, but something to be 

disclosed.  In other words, it is already there, which would imply that no explicit political and 

social interests that bind people into one or several groups could serve as the basis of solidarity 

for Gadamer, for it goes beyond those things.  For this reason Gadamer is able to say that 

solidarity "exercises a dominion extending far beyond everything conscious, everything desired, 

into trade and business, political life, and work life, as well as into the intimacy of family and 

home."  Second, solidarity for Gadamer is always located in our historical situatedness, and 

according to Walhof practice here becomes hugely crucial, for through practice as a way of life 

we reach for truth, which is inherently interpretive.10  To sum up, solidarity has to be disclosed 

through our hermeneutic practice of reaching for truth in all our historical situatedness.   

 Taking these into consideration, in addition to the fact that Gadamer is not a relativist, but 

a hermeneutic realist, one might as well reasonably conjecture that one of the goals of Gadamer's 

hermeneutic enterprise might be to discover human solidarity that is there already, and the 

following sentence of Gadamer makes perfect sense when read in that specific light: "Just as we, 

in our overstimulated process of progress of our technological civilization, are blind to stable, 

unchanging elements of our social life together, so it could be with the reawakening 

consciousness of solidarity of a humanity that slowly begins to know itself as humanity, for this 

means knowing that it belongs together for better or for worse and that it has to solve the 

problem of its life on this planet."11  Seen in this light, what has been accused of a colonial 

mission to reduce the other to the selfsameness might be understood as an attempt to reawaken 

the consciousness of solidarity, which is not only equally true of friendship, but also is 

foundational for it, given Gadamer's understanding of the intimate bond between the two, as I 

have already shown above.  

  

 

                                                                 
8. Gadamer, "Isolation as a Symptom of Self-Alienation," 111.   
9. Walhof, "Friendship, Otherness, and Gadamer's Politics of Solidarity," 583.  
10. Walhof, "Friendship, Otherness, and Gadamer's Politics of Solidarity," 573-574.  
11. Hans-Georg Gadamer, Reason in the Age of Science. (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1986), 86.    


